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CORRECT ANSWERS TO ALLOWED 
PROGRAMS AND QUERIES ARE GROUND 
J. C. SHEPHERDSON 
D Cavedon and Lloyd have shown that if P is an allowed and stratified 
program and G an allowed goal, then all correct answers to camp(P) U (G) 
are ground. We show that the restriction that P be stratified can be 
replaced by the weaker condition that comp(P1 is consistent. a 
A (normal) program P is allowed if every variable occurring in a clause of it occurs 
in a positive literal of the body of that clause. A query Q (or goal + Q> is allowed 
if every variable in it occurs in a positive literal of it. 
It is easily seen (e.g. Lloyd [3, p. 891) that if P and G are allowed, then every 
computed answer (using SLDNF resolution) for P U {Gl is ground, i.e. is a 
substitution which grounds all variables. We shall show that this is also true of 
correct answers, i.e., 
Theorem. If P is an allowed normal program, + Q is an allowed goal, and camp(P) 
is con&tent, then camp(P) I= VQ6 implies QO is ground. 
PROOF. It is clearly enough to show that if A is an atom and camp(P) b VA then 
A is ground. The idea behind the proof is simple: take a model M for camp(P), 
extend it by adding new elements, and make the predicates in P false whenever 
any of the arguments are new elements. This will make VA false if A is not 
ground, and because P is allowed, camp(P) will still be satisfied. 
Using the notation of Lloyd [3], let M be a model for camp(P) based on a 
domain D and preinterpretation J. Let c be an object not in D. We define a new 
domain D’ and preinterpretation J’ by taking D’ = UP”=oDi, where Do = D U (c}, 
and for each function symbol f, if ci,. . . , c, belong to Di and f(cl,. . . , cr> is not 
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already defined, it is defined to be a new element; D;+i consists of Di together 
with these new elements. These new elements are to be distinct from the elements 
of Di and from each other, i.e., if f, g are different function symbols, then 
f(c 1,“‘, cr) +g(c;,...,c;) 
and f<c,, . . . ,cr) =f(c[, . . ., c;) iff ci = ci,. . .,c, = c;. It is easily shown that this 
preinterpretation satisfies CET (Clark’s equality theory [2], i.e. the equality and 
freeness axioms in camp(P)> and that if t is any term with free variables 
x1,. . ., x,, then t[c,, . . . , cn] is an old element (a member of D) iff all of c,, . . . , c, 
are old elements. 
Now extend the model M to an interpretation M’ on J’ by making all 
predicates false whenever any of the arguments are new elements. This means that 
if A(x,,..., x,) is an atom with free variables xi,. . . , x,., then A[c,, . . . , cr] is false 
unless all of ci,..., c, are old elements, in which case it has the same truth value 
as in M. So VA is false if A is not ground, and it remains to show that M’ is a 
model for camp(P), i.e., regarding M’ as usual as a set of J’ instances of atoms, 
that T’_‘(M’) = M’. Now if M is regarded as a set of J instances of atoms, it is 
identical with M’. Since M is a model for camp(P), we have T;(M) = M, so we 
have to show that Tj’(M’l = TY(M). Now if A,,,,, E Tj’(M’), then there is some 
clause A CL, A *-. AL, in P with L, A .-. AL, true in M’ for the variable 
assignment I/‘. This means that all the variables in the positive literals of 
L,A . . . AL, must be assigned by V’ to old elements. Since the clause is allowed, 
all its variables must be assigned by v’ to old elements, so there is an assignment I’
over J which agrees with I/’ on these variables. Hence A,,,,, E 7”(M). Conversely 
if A,,, E Ti( M) then V is also a variable assignment over J’, and if L, A . . * A L, 
is true in M for I/, it is also true in M’ for I/, so A,,, E Ti(M’). 0 
NOTES. 
(1) Since we have dropped the stratifiability condition, we need to add the 
hypothesis that camp(P) is consistent, since there are allowed programs 
(e.g. p +- 7 p) for which camp(P) is inconsistent and all answers to all 
queries are correct. 
(2) Similarly, we cannot assume, as we can in the stratified case, that M is an 
Herbrand model. The allowed program P 
P(f(-a +-P(X) 
4 +p(x> 
i-t TrA lq 
has camp(P) consistent but camp(P) has no Herbrand model over any 
Herbrand universe. 
(3) The theorem implies that for an allowed program and query the set of 
correct answers does not depend on the Herbrand universe used in forming 
camp(P) as it may do for nonallowed programs [because camp(P) includes 
CET, which depends on the Herbrand universe]. For example, for the 
program P 
r+ 14(x) 
4(a) + 7 
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camp(P) K r c, 3x(x # a), so the identity substitution is not a correct an- 
swer to the query ?r if the Herbrand universe consists only of a, but is if the 
Herbrand universe contains other elements [e.g. another constant b, or a 
term f(a)]. This does not mean that an allowed program P is domain 
independent in the sense of Topor [4], because that requires that for each 
language L extending the language of P, the set of ground atoms which are 
true in all Herbrand, models of camp,(P) should be independent of L. 
Topor’s example 
is an allowed stratified program P where t(u) is true in all Herbrand. 
models of camp,(P) iff L contains no function symbols and no constants 
other than a. He proves domain independence in this sense for programs 
which are allowed and either definite or hierarchical. 
As in [4], the results can be generalized to allow arbitrary first-order 
formulae as the bodies of clauses and queries. The allowedness condition 
then becomes that each free variable should occur positively in the body of a 
query or program clause, and that for each subformula 3xW occurring in 
such a body, x occurs positively in W, and for each subformula VxW, x 
occurs negatively in W. In detail, we say that a variable x is pos (occurs 
positively) in a formula W if one of the following cases holds: 
x is pos in p(t,,..., t,)ifxoccursinp(t,,...,t,)andpisnot =, 
xisposinx=tort=xiftisagroundterm, 
x is pos in 7 F if x is neg in F, 
x is pos in F A G if x is pos in F or x is pos in G, 
x is pos in F V G if x is pos in F and x is pos in G, 
x is pos in F + G if x is neg in F and x is pos in G, 
x isposin3yF if x isposin F. 
Similarly, x is neg (occurs negatively) in W if one of the following cases 
holds: 
x is neg in 7 F if x is pos in F, 
x isnegin FAG if x isnegin Fand’x isneginG, 
x is neg in F V G if x is neg in F or x is neg in G, 
xisneginF+GifxisposinForxisneginG, 
x is neg in VyF if x is neg in F. 
We say that a program P and query Q are allowed if every free variable 
occurring in a clause of P occurs free in the body of that clause, and if the 
bodies of the query Q and the clauses of P satisfy the conditions that all 
their free variables occur positively, and for every subformula 3xW, x 
occurs positively, and for every subformula VxW, x occurs negatively. 
The extension of the result to this case follows by the same proof using the 
following two lemmas, which are proved by an easy induction on the structure of 
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the formula W: 
If x is pos in W and W is true in M’, or x is neg in W and W is false in M’, for 
some variable assignment V’, then V’ assigns an element of M to x. 
If in every subformula 3xw’ of W, x occurs positively, and for every subformula 
Vxw’, x occurs negatively, and if V is an assignment of elements of M to 
variables, then W is true in M’ for V iff it is true in A4 for V. 
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